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West Bengal State University.
B.A./B;sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2013
PART·III

(

GEOGRAPHY - Genera1
Paper- IV
NEW AND OLD SYLLABUS

)

Duration : 3 Hours

Full Marks : 70

Candidates are required to give their answers in. their own words as Jar as practicable.
Thefi.gures in the margin indicate full marks.

(

NEW SYLLABUS

)

Section - I
�-I

Full Marks : 30
. Category - A

Ci!tctt - <fi
lxl0=10

Answer any one question within 300 words:
Q.l-� l!l� �0[� ��
1.
2.
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Explain the concept of land. mentioning its attributes.
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Discuss the influence of physical environment on the development of rural settlement.
�t;J <Pi� <;fC�
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Category - B
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Answer any four questions within 150 words each :
Q.l-C<flT� � m,w:r \%11
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3.

Discuss any two principles related to land. use.
�fim <lT� � Q.l-C-�1� � �� �l� � I

4.

What is the difference between city and conurbatio_n ?
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5.

Describe the different land uses found in a modern village.

6.

Define nucleated settlement and mention the causes of their development.

7.

Classify urban settlements according to their activities.

8.

Bring out the different problems of urban settlement arising out of urban functions.

9.

What is urban settlement? Mention its characteristics.

Section · II
�
·
-II

Full Marks : 40
Category· A

c�� -<1>

Answer any two questions within 300 words each :

2 X 10 = 20

10.

Define Air photo. Discuss the types of air photos. What are the advantages of its use?

11.

Discuss the various applications of Remote sensing in detail.

12.

Define GIS. Discuss the main components of GIS.
GIS �� ,i�� Wt I GIS-\Q� ��

13.

\5-��

�l�l�t � I

What is meant by Resolution ? Discuss different types of Resolution of satellite
imageries.
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Category - B
ci!tq\ - �

Answer anyJour questions within 150 words each :

14.

What is geo-stationary satellite?

15.

What is IRS satellite series ? Discuss.
IRS satellite series � ? '5f!r� � I

16.

How can satellite imageries be used for planning and. development ?

1 7.

What is photogrammetry?

18.

What is the difference between spectral resolution and spatial resolution?

19.

Differentiate between Lateral overlap and Forward overlap.

20.

Briefly discuss the advancement of Remote sensing in India.
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